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Program

Christian Columbus - the American entrepreneur (1892-1968)

Elias Ponce

Written and performed by Wladimir Gutierrez Eustaquio, Carpenter, Orange City, Florida. (Eustaquio is a descendent of the late American policeman, a Mexican American police officer who was killed in service in 1939, by a fellow Mexican American.

My mother's office. - El deseo de una mujer (1832-

2012)

Ezequiel Caballero

Plots performed by the Gallegos and Garcia families, members of the Florida Three and the Florida Three, Inc.

Season of Our Genesis - Historia de una sola mujer (1832-2012)

Davila’s group

Gay pride and women in the urban setting in 2011.

Sara Caballero

Oscar de la Renta, Yves St. Laurent, Louis Vuitton, Anna Sui, Marc Jacobs, Vera Wang, Carlos Falchi, Michael Kors, Tom Ford, Vera Wang, Louboutin, Carolina Herrera, Marc Jacobs, Bill Blass, Christian Louboutin, Elie Saab, Carolina Herrera, Giorgio Armani, Dolce & Gabbana, Versace

Directed by: Carla Zimbardo

Written by: Carla Zimbardo

Staged by: Carla Zimbardo

El mundo de la moda, product, and consumerism.

Sip Simón

Arts and culture in Argentina.

Sip Simón

Il mio sarto (1600s)

Graduated from College of Fine Arts

Ulises Laoyen

Theater of the world (1832-2011)

Ulysses Moreau

A personal essay

Raul Crespo

My fair lady of the opera (Richard Rodgers)

Lusia Abrahams – Gracie Morris

Real Madrid futbol (football) team of Madrid, Spain

Jorge Ferreira

I am a fan of an American football team (Dallas Cowboys)

Raul Crespo
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A special thank you to all the people who have helped make this event possible. Your hard work and dedication are an inspiration to all.